A polarized $^3$He internal target for storage rings
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Abstract

A polarized $^3$He internal target was employed at the internal target facility of the Amsterdam electron Pulse Stretcher and Storage ring (AmPS) at the Dutch National Institute for Nuclear and High-Energy Physics (NIKHEF). The unique features of internal targets such as chemical and isotopic purity, high and rapidly reversible polarization, and the ability to manipulate the target spin orientation were successfully demonstrated. A nuclear polarization of 0.50 (0.42) at a $^3$He gas flow of 1.0 (2.0) $\times 10^{17}$ at s$^{-1}$ could be obtained. Operation at a nominal flow of $1 \times 10^{17}$ at s$^{-1}$ resulted in a target thickness of $0.7 \times 10^{15}$ at cm$^{-2}$ at a target temperature of 17 K. © 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In the scattering of leptons from hadronic targets the leptonic part of the interaction is presumed to be well understood from quantum electrodynamics, thereby studies can be focussed on the strong-interaction vertex and the underlying structure and dynamics of the nucleus. The ultimate probe consists of fully spin-dependent scattering with polarized leptons and polarized targets [1], and the last decade has seen a large effort devoted to the realization of such experiments. Spin-dependent quasifree electron scattering from $^3$He can increase our knowledge of the components of the nuclear and nucleon wave functions. Access to the small amplitudes of the $^3$He ground-state wave function is enhanced as they enter the spin observables through interference terms with larger and consequently better known scattering amplitudes.

It is generally believed that polarized $^3$He ($^3$He$^P$) can serve as an effective polarized neutron target. Several experiments have been initiated along this line of reasoning in both nuclear [2,3] and particle [4] physics. Important results on the neutron form factors and deep-inelastic structure functions have been obtained (see, e.g. Refs. [5–8]) in recent experiments. In order to achieve adequate luminosity,
these experiments utilize electron beams impinging on external polarized targets. Although typically lower in luminosity, spin-dependent electron scattering experiments from polarized gas targets internal to storage rings have the advantage that (i) they can be well matched to the application of large-acceptance detectors; (ii) rapid polarization reversal and flexible orientation of the nuclear target spin can be obtained, reducing systematic uncertainties; and (iii) low-energy recoiling particles can escape the ultra-thin targets and be detected. In such an experiment a source injects (polarized) atoms into a storage cell through which the stored electron beam passes. So far, electronuclear spin observables from experiments with internal polarized gas targets and polarized leptons have been obtained only at DESY [4] in the deep-inelastic scattering regime.

This paper describes the first polarized $^3$He internal target that was employed in a medium-energy electron storage ring [3,9]. The main features of this experiment are described in Sections 2 and 3, together with the novel technique of injecting and storing polarized electrons in a medium-energy electron storage ring. In Sections 4 and 5 a detailed description is given of the principle and performance of the polarized $^3$He target.

2. Experimental setup

2.1. Introduction

The experiment was performed in the internal target hall (ITH) of the Amsterdam Pulse Stretcher (AmPS) storage ring facility at NIKHEF [10]. Fig. 1 shows an overview of AmPS and the location of the main components relevant for a spin-dependent electron scattering experiment, e.g. the polarized electron source, Siberian snake, Compton backscattering polarimeter (CBP), and polarized internal target. The polarized electron source (PES) is the result of a collaboration between NIKHEF, the Budker Institute for Nuclear Physics (BINP) and the Institute of Semiconductor Physics (ISP) in Novosibirsk. Electron bunches are injected into AmPS from the linear medium-energy accelerator (MEA) with energies up to 770 MeV.

The characteristic time for self-polarization of a stored electron beam due to emission of synchrotron radiation through the Sokolov–Ternov effect [11] is given by $\tau_p \approx 100\rho^2 R/E_b^2$ (in s), where $\rho$ is the magnetic bending radius and $R$ the geometric radius of the storage ring (in m) and $E_b$ the electron energy (in GeV). For AmPS, with electron energies below 1 GeV the self-polarizing time is too long.

Fig. 1. Overview of the AmPS storage ring at NIKHEF showing the polarized electron source (PES), spin manipulator (SM), Mott polarimeter (MP), thermionic gun (TG), alpha magnet (AM), linear accelerator (MEA), Siberian snake (SS), CBP photon detector ($D_c$), and internal target (IT). Lasers are indicated with L1, L2 and L3. The stable in-plane polarization direction for stored electrons with the full snake on is illustrated.
(τ_p ≥ 2.5 × 10⁴ s) compared to typical beam lifetimes (τ_b ≈ 2 × 10³ s), to take advantage of in a scattering experiment. Therefore, one has to inject longitudinally polarized electrons into the storage ring and use Siberian snake techniques to preserve the polarization. In order to monitor the beam polarization at the IT a Compton backscattering polarimeter was constructed [12].

3. Detector system

The experiments were performed with a large acceptance detector setup. Scattered electrons were detected in the Bigbite magnetic spectrometer consisting of a wedge-shaped dipole magnet with a gap of 250 mm and an effective length of 600 mm, two sets of drift chambers, a scintillator hodoscope, and an aerogel Cherenkov detector. The spectrometer had a momentum resolution of 1% and a momentum acceptance exceeding 50% [13]. Knocked-out protons and deuterons were measured in a range telescope [14] with a solid angle of 180 msr and an energy resolution of approximately 3% (FWHM). The range telescope consisted of sixteen layers of plastic scintillator (NE102) each with an area of 30 × 50 cm² and a thickness of 10 mm. A neutron detector, consisting of eight telescopes arranged in two walls of 160 × 80 cm² front surface measured the knocked-out neutrons by the time-of-flight method. Each telescope consisted of three layers of scintillator, the first 3 mm thick, the second 10 mm thick, and the third 200 mm thick. Each scintillator had a double-sided readout by photo-multiplier tubes (PMT). A neutron was selected as a coincidence between the two PMTs on the 200 mm thick bars and a 8–12 fold veto by all surrounding scintillators. Each wall covered approximately 200 msr and had a neutron detection efficiency of about 20%. Recoiling hadrons were detected with a silicon-strip detector [15] located in a secondary vacuum system. It consists of two arrays of three silicon strip detectors each and a plastic scintillator of 5 mm thickness. This detector mounts onto the scattering chamber at a fixed angle θ_{sec} = 70° and less than 20 cm from the internal target cell. It allows for clean detection of low-energy target fragments (p, d, ³H, ³He) [16] by keeping the amount of material between the target and detector to a minimum.

Fig. 2 shows the beam current and lifetime, target temperature and polarization, and the data acquisition beam gate as a function of time during a typical data-taking sequence. It shows that a beam current in excess of 110 mA can be injected (via stacking) into the storage ring in approximately 30 s and is stored with a lifetime of about 400 s. Each segment in Fig. 2 between consecutive injections is called a fill. After approximately 350 s the beam current has decreased to ≤ 50 mA; the beam gate is switched OFF to pause data taking and the detector voltages are ramped down. When the wire chamber voltages are set at a value to protect them from injection flashes the polarized electron
beam is dumped to prevent that long-term spin relaxation effects in the beam result in an unknown electron polarization. The ring is filled again and when the electron beam has damped to its closed orbit each detector high voltage is ramped up to its nominal value and the beam gate is switched ON to (re-)start data taking.

For asymmetry measurements, it is essential either to monitor the relative luminosity precisely or to keep the luminosity the same for both polarization states. The relative luminosity directly depends on the \(^{3}\text{He}\) gas flow, the electron beam current and the storage cell temperature (\(\sim T^{-1/2}\)). The gas flow is set at a constant value (see Section 5.3) and the beam current is continuously monitored. Fig. 2 shows that the relative target temperature and is stable within 2\% during a run. It takes approximately 25 s before the polarization has reached its maximum value. The target polarization was reversed during each injection.

### 4. Polarization of the \(^{3}\text{He}\) nucleus

For polarized \(^{3}\text{He}\) internal target experiments metastability exchange optical pumping is considered to be the most suitable technique, since it provides a chemically pure target at a continuous flow. In this section the design considerations and the underlying physics principles of a polarized \(^{3}\text{He}\) internal target are described. Three important aspects of developing a polarized internal target system are the optimization of the optical pumping process, reduction of polarization relaxation effects and the monitoring of the polarization.

#### 4.1. Introduction

The level scheme of the helium atom can be separated in a triplet (orthohelium) and a singlet (parahelium) part. The ground state is a singlet state, given by the \(1\,s^2\) configuration. The excited states are denoted by \(1s1l^{2s+1}L\), with \(S = 0\) and \(S = 1\) for the singlet and triplet states, respectively. The \(1s2s^{2}S\) and \(1S\) states are the lowest excited states and are metastable, respectively with a lifetime of \(2 \times 10^{-2}\) s for the singlet state and \(8 \times 10^{3}\) s for the triplet state.

In radiative dipole transitions only one electron makes a change of state, to a good approximation. When both electrons (total angular momentum \(J\)) of a \(^{3}\text{He}\) atom are excited, the energy of each state lies above that of the ground state of a \(\text{He}^+\) ion (auto-ionization). The possible transitions of the electron are subject to selection rules for electric dipole transition. These selection rules are: (i) Parity changes; (ii) \(\Delta L = \pm 1\); (iii) \(\Delta J = 0, \pm 1\); (iv) \(\Delta m_J = 0, \pm 1\); (v) \(\Delta S = 0\) and (vi) \(J = 0 \rightarrow J = 0\) is forbidden. The selection rule \(\Delta S = 0\) shows that the ortho states and the para states of helium are optically disconnected \([17]\). Higher-order transitions can still take place, but the strength of the magnetic dipole or the electric quadrupole transition relative to the electric dipole transition are of order \((zZ)^{2}/l\) and therefore negligible in the optical pumping scheme.

For isotopes with a non-zero nuclear magnetic moment the interaction with valence electrons produces an additional splitting. In contrast to the \(^{4}\text{He}\) nucleus the \(^{3}\text{He}\) nucleus has a spin of \(\frac{1}{2}\hbar\) and a magnetic moment of \(\mu_l = -2.128\mu_N\), with \(\mu_N\) the nuclear magneton. Hence, \(^{3}\text{He}\) will exhibit hyperfine structure and the interaction of \(\mu_l\) with the magnetic field produced by the electrons at the position of the nucleus needs to be taken into account. The ordering of a hyperfine multiplet is not given by a unique interval rule. An early study by Fred et al. \([18]\) of the spectrum of \(^{3}\text{He}\) already showed that for the \(^3\text{P}\) and \(^3\text{D}\) states the hyperfine splitting is of the same order of magnitude as the fine structure. The most accurate calculations indeed treat the fine structure and the hyperfine structure as simultaneous perturbations. For the singlet states the hyperfine splitting is small compared to that of the triplet states. The \(S\)-states of orthohelium are split in hyperfine doublets with \(F = \frac{1}{2}\) and \(F = \frac{3}{2}\) and the \(^3\text{P}\) states in seven hyperfine components, three with total angular momentum \(F = 1/2\), three with \(F = 3/2\) and one with \(F = 5/2\). The most recent study of Prestage et al. \([19]\) of the hyperfine structure of the two lowest triplet levels of \(^{3}\text{He}\) resulted in an agreement between theory and experiment of about \(1 \times 10^{-5}\). The results of the measured hyperfine splitting of the \(^2\text{S}\) and \(^2\text{P}\), as shown in Fig. 3, are taken from Ref. \([20]\).
When an atom is positioned in an external magnetic field of intensity $B_0$ the hyperfine levels will split due to the interaction of the atom with this field. The result is that the $(2F + 1)$-fold degeneracy of each level will now be completely removed. At the field strength of $\approx 40 \text{ G}$ the present experiment Zeeman splitting of the hyperfine states is in the order of $0.01 \text{ \mu eV}$ [18] and is negligible compared to the hyperfine structure splitting.

4.2. Metastability exchange optical pumping of $^3\text{He}$

The concept of the optical pumping technique [21] is that through transfer of angular momentum from photons (polarized light) to the atomic electrons, large unequal populations of atomic magnetic substates can be created. The polarization of $^3\text{He}$ gas by optical pumping can be achieved with two techniques presently available, namely by the spin–spin interaction with an optically pumped Rb vapour [22] and by metastability exchange with optically pumped $^3\text{He}$ atoms in their $1s2s^3S_1$ state [23]. For the development of new targets in nuclear and particle physics experiments, both the spin exchange and the metastability exchange methods became feasible when high power laser systems were commercially available at the wavelengths of the resonance lines, $\lambda = 794.8 \text{ nm}$ and $\lambda = 1083 \text{ nm}$ [24], respectively.

Colegrove and Franken first reported the alignment of $^4\text{He}$ atoms in the metastable triplet $2^3S_1$ state [25]. They showed that nuclear polarization could be obtained by optical pumping of $^3\text{He}$. The polarized $^3\text{He}$ target described here is based on this principle [26–28]. The $2^3S_1$–$2^3P$ transitions are used in the polarization of the $^3\text{He}$ nucleus by metastability exchange optical pumping. The $^3\text{He}$ nuclei are polarized indirectly and the method is based on the existence of metastable $^3\text{He}$ atoms ($^3\text{He}^\ast$) in the $2^3S_1$ state. When a weak RF discharge is ignited in a gas sample, at a typical pressure of approximately 1 mbar, the ratio of metastable to ground-state $^3\text{He}$ atoms is about $10^{-6}$. Under these conditions the metastable state has a lifetime of about $10^{-3} \text{ s}$ [29]. The transitions between the $2^3S_1$ state and the $2^3P$ states are optically pumped by either right-handed ($\sigma^+; \Delta m_F = +1$) or left-handed circularly polarized light ($\sigma^-; \Delta m_F = -1$).

The scheme of polarizing $^3\text{He}$ nuclei is given in Fig. 4, which shows the relevant hyperfine levels involved in optical pumping of $^3\text{He}$. When the $^3\text{He}$ gas sample is irradiated with light at $\lambda \approx 1083 \text{ nm}$, nine transitions between the hyperfine levels of the

![Fig. 3. The fine structure and hyperfine structure of the triplet states, $2^3S$ and $2^3P$, relevant for the metastability exchange optical pumping of $^3\text{He}$. The energy splitting of each level is given in \mu eV.](image-url)
Fig. 4. A schematic overview of metastability exchange optical pumping of $^3\text{He}$. The left diagram shows the nine optical transitions between the $2^3\text{S}$ and $2^3\text{P}$ states of $^3\text{He}$. Top-right: The optical pumping scheme of metastable $^3\text{He}$ atoms with impinging right-handed ($\sigma^+$) circular polarized light for the C$_8$ transition. Bottom-right: The height of the light (dark) shaded columns indicate the distributions of the $m_F$ levels for a nuclear polarization $P = 0.50$ (0.33).

$2^3\text{S}_1$ state and the $2^3\text{P}$ states (C$_1$, C$_2$, ..., C$_9$) are possible. When $\sigma^+$ light is incident on the gas sample along a weak homogeneous magnetic field, of about 1 mT, only transitions are induced according to the selection rule $\Delta L = 1$ and $\Delta m_F = \pm 1$. Calculations [30] predict that in our pressure regime the highest polarization is achieved by pumping via the C$_8$ or C$_9$ transitions. We have also experimentally confirmed this. The main reason is that due to Doppler broadening and small hyperfine splitting the transitions C$_1$–C$_7$ overlap and since these transitions involve different hyperfine levels, no significant level of polarization can be obtained.

Gas kinetic collisions in the $^3\text{He}$ ensemble (with a cross section $\sigma = 7.6 \times 10^{-16}$ cm$^2$ at 300 K [31]) lead to a relaxation of the orientation of the hyperfine levels of the $2^3\text{P}$-triplet within the lifetime of $\tau_{2^3\text{P}} \approx 10^{-7}$ s [32]. The de-excitation of the atoms can be considered isotropic and is distributed over all nine transitions C$_1$ to C$_9$ of the $2^3\text{P} \rightarrow 2^3\text{S}_1$ multiplet. This collisional mixing is complete in our pressure regime, which means that all the magnetic sublevels of the $2^3\text{P}$-triplet are equally populated within the lifetime of the excited state [33]. The fluorescence light of the isotropic decay to the metastable $2^3\text{S}_1$ state is consequently unpolarized. Therefore, by repeated absorption and spontaneous emission cycles, in other words by depopulation pumping [21] of the lower $m_F$ levels, the population distribution is shifted towards the higher $m_F$ levels. Next, the polarization of the metastable atoms is transferred to the nuclear spin of the ground-state atoms via so-called metastability exchange collisions

$$^3\text{He} + ^3\text{He} \rightarrow ^3\text{He} + ^3\text{He}^*.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)
ground-state atoms equals the polarization of metastable atoms.

At an output power of 10 W, circularly polarized laser light represents a pumping power of about \(10^{20}\) light quanta s\(^{-1}\) incident on a sample of \(3^\text{He}\) atoms. The efficiency with which angular momentum is transferred to the \(3\)\(^\text{He}\) atoms is a function of the polarization \(P\) and vanishes when \(P\) approaches unity. The polarization \(P\) is given by

\[
P = \frac{N_+ - N_-}{N_+ + N_-} = \frac{n(m_f + 1) - n(m_f)}{n(m_f + 1) + n(m_f)}. \tag{2}
\]

Here, \(N_+ (N_-)\) represent the number of atoms with nuclear spin projection \(m_i = +\frac{1}{2} (\frac{1}{2})\) and \(n(m_f)\) the occupation number of the hyperfine level with magnetic quantum number \(m_f\). A calculation of the nuclear polarization in the pumping region as a function of the intensity of the irradiated laser light, the densities of ground-state and metastable atoms, the exchange channels of Eq. (1) and the relaxation time \(T_1\), has been performed by Nacher and Leduc [35,36]. For the purpose of our target it is sufficient to describe the optical pumping scheme by assuming spin–temperature equilibrium, which is valid as long as the metastability exchange process is much faster than the average optical pumping cycle. The metastable atoms are then exponentially distributed over the \(m_f\) hyperfine levels according to \(n(m_f) = N_0 e^{\beta m_i}\), with \(\beta = \ln \left[ n(m_f + 1)/n(m_f) \right]\). In the limit of spin–temperature equilibrium the optical pumping scheme reduces to a single rate equation [29] for the nuclear polarization \(P\) as a function of three basic experimental observables: the photon absorption rate of the unpolarized gas, \(R_0 \equiv R(P = 0)\); the total number of \(3\)\(^\text{He}\) atoms in the pumping region, \(N\); and the longitudinal relaxation time under pumping conditions, \(T_1\). The time dependence of the nuclear polarization can be determined for any of the optical pumping transitions between the \(2^\text{S}\) and \(2^\text{P}\) states. Relaxation terms due to lattice relaxation (\(T_1\)), imperfect circular polarization (\(\varepsilon\)) of the laser light and reabsorption of unpolarized fluorescence light (\(\rho\)) are included in the rate equation. The steady-state solution, \(P_{eq}(dP/dt = 0)\) is now written as a function of a single pumping parameter \(A = R_0 T_1/N\) [26]. Fig. 5 shows the evolution of \(P_{eq}\) as a function of \(A\).

Fig. 6 shows the result of a fit to the data, both to the rate equation from Ref. [26] (corresponding to the \(C_0\) transition) and to a single exponential, i.e. \(P(t) = P_{eq}(1 - e^{-t/T_1})\). The discrepancy between the exponential fit and the data indicates that the pumping rate decreases with increasing polarization, which is indeed consistent with the decrease in absorbed laser light by the \(3\)\(^\text{He}\) gas.

### 4.3. Spin relaxation mechanisms

Several mechanisms exist that may limit the achievable polarization. For example, Fig. 5 shows the reduction of the polarization due to a small component of pumping light of opposite handedness as well as the effect of unpolarized fluorescence light within the gas sample. It apparently shows that reabsorption does not depolarize as strongly as the wrong handedness of the circular polarization of the pumping light, especially at high equilibrium polarization.

The mechanisms mentioned above are light-induced relaxation mechanisms and will not affect the
polarization when the laser light is blocked. In the present set-up, spin relaxation is dominated by spin–lattice interactions, i.e. interactions of polarized $^3$He atoms with their environment. These interactions contribute to the longitudinal relaxation time $T_1$. The relaxation time can be divided into four major contributions of different origin, which can be added up as follows:

$$\frac{1}{T_1} = \frac{1}{T_{\text{grad}}} + \frac{1}{T_{\text{latt}}} + \frac{1}{T_{\text{rf}}} + \frac{1}{T_{\text{res}}}.$$  \hfill (3)

The resulting relaxation time $T_1$ arises from the presence of magnetic field gradients ($T_{\text{grad}}$) [37,38], spin–lattice interactions ($T_{\text{latt}}$) [39–41], collisions with products in the discharge ($T_{\text{rf}}$) and from the finite residence time ($T_{\text{res}}$) of the $^3$He atoms in the optical pumping region. Spin–lattice relaxation in our set-up is dominated by the presence of the discharge in the pumping region. In our system we used frequencies of 170 kHz and 20 MHz and we have observed that the higher frequency gave better results for polarization and pumping rates (see also Ref. [42]). However, maximum polarization is achieved when using the 20 MHz discharge in combination with a weak 170 kHz discharge.

5. Polarized $^3$He target set-up

The polarized $^3$He target (see Fig. 7) was developed in three phases. First the technique of metastability exchange optical pumping of $^3$He atoms was applied to sealed cells. This allowed for optimization of the laser system, optical polarimeter and the system for rapid reversal of the target polarization. Next, measurements were carried out on a flowing system in order to study the achievable figure of merit, which is defined as $FOM = P_{eq}^2 f$, with $P_{eq}$ the equilibrium target polarization at a gas flow $f$. Studies of relaxation mechanisms of the nuclear polarization were performed on both sealed cells and on the flowing system. The last phase was the development of the cryogenics for the storage cell. An important aspect of the target is the interface of the optical pumping region, where the $^3$He nuclei are polarized, to the vacuum system of the AmPS storage ring. These are discussed in separate sections. Finally, a remote-control system was developed in order to control the target system from outside the IT hall of the AmPS facility.

5.1. Magnetic holding field

A polarized target requires a magnetic holding field, $B_0$, to provide a quantization axis along which the atoms are polarized. The magnetic field intensity and the homogeneity, in the area of the pumping and storage cell, give the two main constraints for the design of the coils which produce the holding field. When we require that the depolarization effects due to field gradients are smaller than the relaxation due to surface effects, a relative field gradient of $\Delta B/B_0 \leq 10^{-4} \text{ cm}^{-1}$ is required [37,38], with $\Delta B$ the magnetic field gradient per cm averaged over the pumping cell region. This can be realized by use of a Helmholtz coil configuration. To position the $^3$He nuclear spin in any desired direction in space three sets of Helmholtz coils (HHC) were built, with average diameters of 104.2, 114.2 and 128.2 cm, as shown in Figs. 8 and 20. Relaxation measurements show that for a sealed pumping cell with similar dimensions as the pumping cell used in the experiment a longitudinal relaxation times of $\tau_{\text{grad}} > 1000 \text{ s}$ can be obtained. These measurements were performed.

Fig. 6. Measured target polarization (closed circles) as a function of time. The solid curve represents the calculated $^3$He polarization for the C$_i$ transition, with the corresponding optical pumping parameters $A = 1.73, \varepsilon = 0.03$ and $\rho = 0.04$. At $t = 74$ s the laser light is blocked and the nuclear relaxation is fitted to $e^{-T_{eq}}$, with the longitudinal relaxation time $T_1 = 29.4$ s. The dashed curve is the result of the fit to the data with a single exponential.
Fig. 7. A schematic layout of the optical pumping system of the polarized $^3$He target, showing the LNA laser system, optical fiber, circular polarizer, tuning monitor, pumping cell (PC), storage cell (SC), Helmholtz coils (HHC) and optical polarimeter. The various optical components are described in the text.

Fig. 8. Overview of the Helmholtz coils support- and rotation system, showing two sets of coils needed to position the holding field direction at any angle in the scattering plane. The set that defines the quantization axis normal to the scattering plane is not shown.

with the Helmholtz coil with the smallest diameter (the two larger sets of Helmholtz coils should give even better results for a pumping cell of the same geometry).

As the polarization decay is related to the relative field gradient in the holding field, various distortions of the Helmholtz field due to external fields can be compensated by increasing the magnitude $B_0$. Obviously, this does not work when a magnetizable object is causing a gradient in the pumping cell. Therefore, mainly aluminum or high-quality non-magnetic stainless steel (316 or A4 quality) was chosen as construction material for the target chamber and its support system.

Increasing the intensity of the holding field results in a larger deflection of the electron beam that traverses the target chamber. This deflection can be
Fig. 9. Target polarization as a function of the magnetic field strength of the Bigbite spectrometer. The arrow indicates the value at which the spectrometer is operated ($B_{bb} = 0.9$ T) during the electron scattering experiment.

corrected with steering coils placed at both ends of the target chamber. The Bigbite spectrometer with its 1 T magnetic field was the main source of field gradients at the position of the target. To reduce these gradients, a field clamp was connected to the iron yoke of the spectrometer. Due to saturation effects the fringe fields of the electron spectrometer became significant (i.e. causing gradients $> 30$ mG cm$^{-1}$ near the target) when the magnetic field strength increased above 1 T. Fig. 9 shows that the relaxation of the nuclear polarization rapidly increases when the Bigbite field ($B_{bb}$) is set above the nominal value of 0.9 T.

5.2. Laser system

An intense continuous source of radiation at a wavelength of 1083 nm and with a narrow bandwidth is required to optically pump the $^3$He metastables to an acceptable polarization at the required atomic flow [43]. The best results are currently obtained with a crystal that uses the $^4F_{3/2} \rightarrow ^4I_{11/2}$ transition of the Nd$^{3+}$ ions. Its chemical composition is given by La$_{1-x}$Nd$_x$MgAl$_{11}$O$_{19}$ ($x = 0.15$) and is usually described as Nd:LMA or LNA [44]. In the beginning of this decade the performance of LNA was superior compared to the earlier techniques with $^4$He flash lamps and Nd:YAP lasers, i.e. high power (> 5 W), a well-matched bandwidth to the Doppler-broadened optical transition of the $^3$He gas, and primary emission peaks close to the optical pumping transition [45].

For the polarized $^3$He target of this experiment, a Laser Applications Model 9560 YAG laser system was used, where the Nd : YAG crystal was replaced by a LNA crystal manufactured by Union Carbide in Washougal, WA, USA. The cylindrical shaped laser crystal (4 mm in diameter and 79 mm long) was cut along the a axis of the crystal lattice [46]. The optical pumping set-up is schematically shown in Fig. 7. The LNA crystal is pumped by a Kr$^+$ arc lamp, type NL4491 from Heraeus-Noblelight (Cambridge, England), typically driven with a power of a few kW. Both were continuously cooled by flowing demineralized water through the cavity block. The water temperature was kept at 23°C and was stabilized within one degree. Temperature gradients between the centre and the surface of the crystal cause thermal lensing in the laser crystal, which may cause a focus of the laser light inside the cavity which can result in breaking of the laser crystal. This severely limits the pumping power of the Kr$^+$ arc lamp and its current was therefore restricted to about 21 A. The crystal ends were polished concave with a radius of 60 cm on both sides, in order to counteract the effect of thermal lensing of the LNA crystal. To minimize loss of power at the ends an anti-reflective coating was applied.

The laser cavity was built according to the scheme of Aminoff et al. [24], which has been adopted by most users of LNA lasers [26,27,42]. The laser cavity contains two uncoated etalons, of 0.3 and 1.0 mm thickness, to tune the frequency from the primary peak of the fluorescence spectrum to one of the optical pumping transitions. This results in a bandwidth of about 2 GHz, which is close to the Doppler width of the $^3$He atoms. With this scheme it is possible to resolve the desired C$_8$ or C$_9$ transition. Tuning of the laser was facilitated by passing the light that exits the high reflectivity cavity mirror through a sealed $^3$He discharge cell and by observing the fluorescence signal in
a PMT (Hamamatsu R-316-02), positioned transverse to the laser path. Tuning of the laser at the required wavelength is in fact changing the optical path length of the light inside the laser cavity. By positioning an etalon inside the cavity the bandwidth of the natural fluorescence light of LNA is reduced by multiple beam interference inside the etalon. This can be done by either tilting the etalon with respect to the beam to change the path length, or by heating the etalon to change the index of refraction. Fig. 10 shows the $^3$He polarization and the fluorescence signal $V_{\text{tune}}$ of the laser system versus the temperature of both etalons. A system designed at NIKHEF was used to tune the etalon temperature and angle (see E1 and E2 in Fig. 7). The temperature of the etalon was measured by Pt100 temperature sensors and regulated by a 30 W resistive heater, connected to a Shimaden-SR25 PID controller. Some dedicated electronics was added to stabilize the temperature of the etalon within 0.1°C. Oriel DC encoder mike controllers (type 18222) were used to remotely control the angle of the etalons.

The best off-line results were obtained on a sealed cell with a diameter of 47 mm and length of 170 mm and a $^3$He pressure of 0.56 mbar, shown in Fig. 11. The laser cavity consisted of two plano-concave mirrors as shown in Fig. 7. An output coupler (OC) with a reflectivity $R = 99.0\%$ and radius $r = 350$ mm and a high reflectivity rear mirror (HR), $R \approx 100\%$ and $r = 500$ mm, at 25.0 and 14.2 cm from the centre of the LNA crystal were used, respectively. Both mirrors as well as the etalons were acquired from Virgo Optics. The maximum output power of the laser in free running mode was $P_L = 11$ W at a lamp current of 19 A. The etalons are set under a small angle ($< 5$ mrad) to suppress undesired modes in the cavity which can occur when the etalons are kept transverse to the beam path and are only tuned through.

Fig. 10. Polarization dependence on laser tuning. The top two graphs show the $^3$He polarization and the fluorescence signal $V_{\text{tune}}$ of the laser tuning monitor versus the temperature of the 0.3 mm thick etalon. The third graph shows the tuning signal versus the temperature of the 1.0 mm thick etalon, while the temperature of the 0.3 mm thick etalon is set at about 130°C. The bottom picture shows a schematic overview of the relative intensities and the wavelength separation of all nine ($C_1$-$C_9$) $2^3S \rightarrow 2^3P$ transitions.

Fig. 11. Nuclear polarization for $^3$He versus time measured on a sealed cell ($V \approx 400$ ml and $p = 0.56$ mbar). At an equilibrium polarization of 0.68 the achieved pumping rate is about $3.3 \times 10^{17}$ s$^{-1}$. 
changing their temperature. This leads to an output of $P_L \approx 8.9$ W with just the 0.3 mm thick etalon and $P_L \approx 5.1$ W when in addition the 1.0 mm thick etalon is inserted.

A significant improvement in the laser system was achieved by using a different configuration in which the laser cavity consisted of a plano-concave ($r = 600$ mm) output coupler ($R = 99.2\%$) and a plano-plano high-reflectivity mirror ($R \approx 100\%$), respectively positioned at 345 and 300 mm away from the center of the LNA crystal. This resulted at a lamp current of 21.8 A in a laser power of 13 W in free running mode, 10.5 W with only the 0.3 mm thick etalon and 9.3 W with both the 0.3 and 1.0 mm thick etalons inserted in the laser cavity.

The complete laser system was positioned inside a light-tight and temperature stabilized room with air filters, placed outside of the electron scattering area. This allowed access to the laser system without interrupting the experiment, and reduced the frequency with which the laser optics needed to be cleaned to maintain adequate laser power. The infrared laser radiation was transported to the optical pumping cell with an optical fiber (type 0.39NA/FT-1.0-EMT) obtained from Thorlabs Inc. (Newton, USA), see Fig. 7. The laser light was coupled into the optical fibre via a set of two lenses, where the second lens was placed inside a high accuracy positioning stage to achieve optimal transmission of the laser light. The light exiting the optical fibre was coupled into a circular polarizer box (see Fig. 12) containing the optics to make a collimated beamspot of circularly polarized light on the optical pumping cell.

Fig. 13 shows the polarization and the pumping rate as a function of the effective laser power $P_L^{\text{eff}}$, with $P_L^{\text{eff}} \equiv 2\eta_T P_L$. Here, $\eta_T$ is equal to the transmission efficiency of the optical fibre system and the factor two is due to the mirror behind ($R \approx 100\%$) the pumping cell. The curve is the result for the equilibrium polarization that can be obtained, as a function of the pumping rate calculated for the $C_9$ transition according to the model in Ref. [26]. The discrepancy between the data and the curve can be explained due to temperature instabilities, resulting in tuning shifts, when the data were taken.

5.3. Pumping cell and gas feed system

The construction of the pumping cell is constrained by the gas pressure required inside the pumping cell and atomic flux into the target storage cell. Highest polarization is obtained for a pumping cell pressure of 0.5–1.0 mbar [42]. A schematic diagram of the gas feed system connected to the pumping cell is given in Fig. 14. The system allows for maintaining a constant inlet pressure $p_0$, resulting in a stationary flow through the conductance $C_1$ ($\approx 10^{-3} \text{s}^{-1}$), into the optical...
pumping cell. The inlet capillary $C_1$ can be bypassed by opening the second teflon valve T2. The pressure $p_1$ inside the volume $V$ (508 ml) of the Pyrex pumping cell [27] is kept constant. Because $p_2 \ll p_1$, the flow $f$ is determined by the pressure $p_1$ and the exit conductance $C_2$ of the pumping cell.

The $^3$He gas used had a chemical purity of 99.995% and an isotopic enrichment of 99.9999%. It was purchased in 1.4 l bottles filled with 3 bar of $^3$He from Isotec Inc. (USA). In order to establish an equilibrium flow the pressure $p_0$, measured with an MKS 122AA capacitive baratron gauge (B1), was used as a feedback for the Balzers UDV135 thermal valve (UDV). Due to the depolarizing effects of the metal surface a baratron gauge could not permanently be connected to the pumping cell and therefore a cross calibration of the inlet pressure $p_0$ versus the pumping cell pressure $p_1$ for various stationary flows was performed prior to the experiment. For calibration and tuning of the detector set-up a separate $H_2$ and $D_2$ buffer system was used. The inlet pressure of these gases was regulated by maintaining a constant pressure of about 1 mbar, measured by an MKS640A baratron (B2), in a known volume $V$ and letting the gas bleed out through a copper capillary of about 2.5 m length (1.0 mm diameter) into a specially designed interface between the storage cell and the end of the glass exit capillary ($C_2$) of the pumping cell.

The equilibrium $^3$He flow $f$ is ($p_1 \gg p_2$) is given by

$$f = C_1(p_0 - p_1) = C_2p_1 \Leftrightarrow \frac{p_1}{p_0} = \frac{C_1}{C_2 + C_1}. \quad (4)$$

The pumping cell pressure is typically in the order of a few mbar, and as a consequence the gas flow through conductances $C_1$ and $C_2$ is in the intermediate flow regime [47]. Hence, $C_1$ and $C_2$ are a function of the pressures $p_0$ and $p_1$. Thus, either $C_1$ or $C_2$ has to be known as a function of the pressure $p_0$ (or $p_1$) to determine the absolute value of the flow through the pumping cell. The conductances $C_1$ and $C_2$ consist of precision capillaries with inner diameter of 0.5 and 1.0 mm and length of 50.0 and 60.0 mm, respectively. The flux $f$ is related to the time derivative of the pumping cell pressure $p_1$ by $f = V(k_B T)^{-1} \frac{dp_1}{dt}$, where $k_B$ is the Boltzmann constant and $T$ the pumping cell temperature. When the pressure decay $p_1$ is measured as a function of time after closing the first teflon valve (T1), a $\frac{dp_1}{dt}$ curve can be constructed versus the pumping cell pressure $p_1$. By accurately determining the volume of the pumping cell between the first teflon valve and the beginning of the exit conductance $C_2$, the flow can be directly be determined from the pumping cell pressure. Because the pumping cell pressure is not measured while the polarized target is operational the
resulting flux $f$ is calculated from the inlet pressure. The average residence time $T_{\text{res}}$, to calculate the longitudinal relaxation time $T_1$ (see Eq. (3)), of a $^3$He atom inside a volume $V$ is given by

$$T_{\text{res}} = p_1 V/f = V/C_2.$$  

(5)

At a constant laser power the achievable $^3$He polarization will decrease when the gas flow is increased. The maximum polarization will be obtained at a zero flow, i.e. when the $^3$He gas is contained in a sealed pumping cell. Fig. 15 shows the target polarization and the figure of merit as a function of the $^3$He gas flow. It shows that the FOM increases about 50% when the gas flow is changed from $1 \times 10^{17}$ to $2.5 \times 10^{17}$ at s$^{-1}$. For the electron scattering experiments the flow was set at $1 \times 10^{17}$ at s$^{-1}$ as a result of an optimization that also took into account the lifetime of the stored electron beam and the count rates of the detector set-up.

5.4. Cryogenic storage cell

A storage cell is used to increase the integrated target thickness without affecting the quality of the circulating beam. It consists of a cylindrical tube through which the electron beam is directed. In the centre of the storage cell an entrance tube is connected to facilitate the injection of the (polarized) target gas. The conductance of a tube (length $L/2$ and diameter $D$, both in cm), for a gas with molecular mass $M$ (in amu) at a temperature $T$ (in K), is in the regime of molecular flow given by [47]

$$C \approx 3.8 \frac{T}{M} \left( \frac{D^3}{L/2} \right).$$  

(6)

When the target gas is fed into the centre of the storage cell at a flow $f$, there will be a density distribution $\rho(z)$ of approximately triangular shape inside the tube of the storage cell. This distribution has a maximum at the cell centre of $\rho(0) = f/C_{\text{cell}}$, with $C_{\text{cell}} = 2C$. The resulting integrated target thickness is given by $t = \rho(0)L/2$. The luminosity $\mathcal{L}$ can be written as ($L \gg D$)

$$\mathcal{L} \approx I_e f \left( \frac{L/2}{7.6D^3} \right) \sqrt{\frac{M}{T}} \text{ (e at cm}^{-2} \text{ s}^{-1}).$$  

(7)

The above expression shows that an increased target density can be obtained by (i) increasing the length, (ii) decreasing the aperture and (iii) decreasing the temperature of the storage cell. The limits of these storage cell parameters are given by the intrinsic properties of the circulating electron beam and its interaction with the cell-wall material. The minimum diameter of the storage cell is dictated by

![Fig. 15. Target polarization (left) and figure of merit, FOM $\equiv P^2f$, (right) versus the $^3$He gas flow $f$. The open circle is the result achieved on a sealed cell.](image-url)
the spatial charge distribution in the transverse direction of the stored beam. Processes, such as interaction with both the target gas and the residual gas will result in broadening of this distribution. Beam-lifetime studies [48] show that the transverse charge distribution of the beam has a long non-gaussian tail. For our experiments the optimal dimensions of the storage cell are a diameter of 15 mm and a length of 400 mm. Ultra-pure aluminum (99.95%) was selected as cell material. This material is non-magnetic and has an excellent thermal conductivity at cryogenic temperatures ($\lambda \approx 40 \text{ W cm}^{-1} \text{ K}^{-1}$ at 15 K).

Fig. 16 shows the storage cell of the present experiment. The cell is constructed from an aluminum foil of thickness $t = 60 \mu$m and features a 300 × 4 mm$^2$ window of 0.9 $\mu$m thick mylar placed in the wall of the target cell which faces the silicon-strip detector. The storage cell is placed inside a U-shaped frame, which facilitates easy exchange of storage cells, for example with different diameters. This frame mounts in a heat-shield with titanium springs ($L = 40 \text{ mm}$; $A = 0.05 \times 20 \text{ mm}^2$), thereby taking advantage of the poor thermal conductance of titanium ($\lambda \approx 0.035 \text{ W mm}^{-1} \text{ K}^{-1}$). The heat shield is connected to the room temperature structure with a similar connection. These springs are shaped such that the thermal distortion of the storage cell transverse to the electron beam is minimized when it is cooled down. In order to minimize movement parallel to the beam two titanium rods ($L = 38$ and $30 \text{ mm}$; $D = 7.1 \text{ mm}^2$) connect the cell frame to the heat shield and the heat shield to the structure at room temperature.

5.4.1. Cryogenic system

The storage cell frame was connected to a two-stage cryo-refrigerator, model CryoMech GB37 (30 W maximum cooling power) from Cryomech Inc. in Syracuse (USA), see Fig. 17. It delivers 23 W of cooling power at 15 K at the second stage, when there is a 20 W heat load on the first stage [49]. The coldhead contains ferromagnetic components and it is therefore needed to position it away from the optical pumping cell. This is necessary because of spin relaxation of the polarized $^3\text{He}$ atoms due to the presence of magnetic field gradients, as discussed in Section 4.3. The coldhead is therefore positioned outside of the HHC configuration and is extended towards the storage cell with a copper bar (520 mm long, cross-sectional area $40 \times 40 \text{ mm}^2$ and a conductivity $\lambda \approx 15 \text{ W cm}^{-1} \text{ K}^{-1}$ at 15 K) which is connected to the second stage of the coldhead. The aluminum mounting-frame of the storage cell is connected to the copper bar via a flexible copper braid. The bar and the flexible copper braid are covered with 10 to 15 layers of aluminized...
mylar, in order to minimize the radiative heat load. The whole structure is surrounded by an aluminum heat shield, which is connected to the first stage of the coldhead and which is also covered with about 15 layers of aluminized mylar.

Electrons travelling through the AmPS storage ring induce a corresponding image charge in the beam pipe following the electrons around the ring. When an electron bunch passes a discontinuity in the beam pipe, the image charge generates wake fields in that section. These wake fields can cause energy loss in the beam (up to kW in our case) which translates into heating of components in the vicinity of the discontinuity of the beam pipe. In order to minimize power losses in the storage cell, two-stage wakefield suppressors were designed. The first stage consists of aluminum conical shaped tapers spotwelded to the target cell cylinder (see Fig. 16). The second stage of the wakefield suppressors are also conical shaped and need to be electrically connected to the storage cell, but thermally isolated. Hence, they are made from 145 mm long Cu–Be foils ($\lambda = 55 \text{ mW mm}^{-1} \text{K}^{-1}$) with a cross-sectional area of $\approx 3.3 \text{ mm}^2$, perforated with holes (total area $\approx 100 \text{ cm}^2$) to increase the vacuum pumping speed and to reduce the amount of material.

A number of tests have been performed before the start of the experiment to optimize the cryogenic system and to establish the desired operating temperature. The minimum operating temperature is set by the spin-relaxation of polarized $^3\text{He}$ atoms on the cell walls (see Section 4.3). The temperature of the target system is monitored with five resistivity sensors, four carbon-glass sensors (CGR series) and one cernox sensor (CX series), obtained from Lake Shore Cryotronics Inc. (Ohio, USA). Only one sensor is mounted on the heat-shield of the target, the others are all connected to the second cooling stage of the cryogenic system. Cooling down of the storage cell typically took up to eight hours. Heating the target, in order to change the pumping cell and/or the storage cell, was facilitated with four 50 W heaters and usually could be accomplished in less than ten hours. These cycles of cooling down and heating up the target did not affect the shape and minimum temperature of the storage cell. The target temperature during the experiment was 17 K. Fig. 18 shows the count rates for the elastic scattering reaction $^3\text{He} (e, e' \, ^3\text{He})$ as a function of the target temperature, which is normalized to unity at 300 K. The curve is a fit of the $T^{-1/2}$ behaviour (see Eq. (7)) of the storage cell conductance, and is consistent with the data.

5.5. Target vacuum chamber

For experiments in a storage ring such as AmPS, the base pressure typically ranges between $10^{-9}$ and $10^{-11}$ mbar. Since large gas throughputs are flown into the ring vacuum a powerful differential pumping system is required around the target, in order to maintain an adequate vacuum in the ring. A vacuum system was designed and constructed [50] to accommodate a $^3\text{He}$ gas flow of up to $1 \times 10^{18}$ at s$^{-1}$.

Fig. 19 shows the IT vacuum system, which consists of a high capacity, three-stage differential pumping system and a scattering chamber. The target chamber is pumped by two turbo-molecular pumps (Pfeiffer-Balzers TPU-2200; 3200 l s$^{-1}$ for helium). The second and third chamber of the
diffusion pumping set-up are also pumped by turbo-molecular pumps, but with reduced pumping speeds, respectively 1450 l s$^{-1}$ (Pfeiffer-Balzers TPU-1600) and 300 l s$^{-1}$ (Pfeiffer-Balzers TPU-510) for helium. To minimize the target gas flow into the storage ring, three pairs of conductance limiters are placed between the internal target vacuum chamber and the AmPS ring; the outer two pairs are movable, the inner pair is fixed. The conductance limiters consist of two kapton foils 56 mm apart with increasing diameter from the target chamber outwards. With a storage cell diameter of 15 mm these are respectively 20, 25 and 30 mm.

Fig. 20 shows the IT set-up for the present experiment. The TPU-2200 pumps are connected to the target chamber with a specially designed aluminium pump-out. The distance between the turbo-molecular pumps and the optical pumping cell is sufficiently large to eliminate relaxation effects due to field gradients (see Section 4.3), produced by ferromagnetic parts inside these pumps. At the same time it allows complete freedom for the Helmholtz coils to be positioned at any required angle. The scattering chamber has three removable side flanges and was constructed from aluminum, type ANP8000 (hardness = 140 brinell; maximum elasticity = 500 N mm$^{-2}$) in order to withstand the external forces when the target chamber is on vacuum. The top accommodates the flange for the storage cell, with its cooling and gas feed connections. The sides can both be covered with a 55 µm thick stainless steel (annealed AISI-309) exit foil, but in the present experiment this was done only at the side facing the Bigbite spectrometer. At the other side the silicon-strip detector was mounted on the scattering chamber via a special flange at a central angle of 70°.

5.6. Target polarimeter

To minimize the uncertainty in experimental asymmetries accurate and continuous measurement of the target polarization is imperative. A possible way of measuring nuclear polarization is through nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). Unfortunately, NMR is not a convenient method for application in an accelerator environment. We have used a relatively simple optical technique for
measuring the polarization inside the pumping cell, developed by Pavlović and Laloe [51,52]. The target polarimeter measures the degree of circular polarization in the $^3\text{D}_2 \rightarrow ^1\text{P}_1$ transition ($\lambda = 667$ nm), emitted in the discharge of the $^3$He gas. This method relies on the conservation of nuclear polarization during collisions that excite atoms from the ground state to a higher state. In the excited state the hyperfine interaction partially transforms nuclear orientation to electronic orientation. Light emitted, when the atom decays through spontaneous emission, will show a degree of circular polarization $P(\sigma^+, \sigma^-)$ proportional to the electronic polarization, hence reflecting the state of nuclear polarization. Two independent calibration measurements have been performed for this technique and resulted in a relation between the pumping cell pressure $p_c$ and the ratio $f_p$ of the $^3$He nuclear polarization $P_N$ and $P(\sigma^+, \sigma^-)$, with a systematical uncertainty better than 2% [53,54].

The polarimeter (see Fig. 7) consists of a rotating quarter-wave ($\lambda/4$) plate ($\omega \approx 2\pi \times 80$ Hz), a linear polarizer cube (LP), an interference bandpass filter (BP, $\Delta\lambda_{\text{FWHM}} = 10$ nm) and a photomultiplier tube (Philips XP2023B), all selected for a wavelength of 667 nm. The intensity of circular polarized light is modulated behind the linear polarizer cube that is positioned between the PMT and the rotating quarter-wave plate. A bandpass filter is used to suppress the light of the other $^3$He transitions produced in the discharge. With this scheme the PMT produces an oscillating signal with an angular frequency of $2\omega$ and an amplitude $V_{AC}$ around a constant signal $V_{DC}$, given by

$$V_{\text{PMT}} = V_{AC} \sin 2\omega t + V_{DC}. \quad (8)$$

The PMT signal is fed into an active filter, which splits the signal into a low-frequency ($< 5$ Hz) DC signal and a ‘high’ frequency ($5 \text{ Hz} < \nu < 750 \text{ Hz}$) AC signal. This module can amplify the DC signal with a factor 50, 100, 500 or 1000 after which it can be put directly into the data-acquisition system. The amplitude of the AC signal can be accurately determined with a lock-in amplifier (EG&G-5210), where the reference frequency is given by a LED-chopper coupled to the rotating $\lambda/4$-plate. Due to interference of the polarimeter with the laser light the polarization cannot be measured exactly on axis parallel to the holding field. Therefore, the polarimeter views the discharge in the pumping cell under a small angle $\theta$ (see Fig. 7). Off-axis the transmitted light will not only show $\sigma^\pm$ radiation, but it will also contain linearly polarized ($\pi$) light due to $\Delta m = 0$ transitions. It can be shown [54] that the angular dependence of the circularly polarized light is given by a $\cos \theta$ dependence, which is included in Eq. (9). The correction factor $v(B)$ is given by the field dependence of the hyperfine coupling between the nucleus and the electron cloud. The coupling decreases with increasing magnetic field strength and vanishes at high magnetic fields. This implies that the degree of circular polarization of the $667$ nm line is also field dependent [54]. The resulting ratio of the two signals $V_{AC}$ and $V_{DC}$ gives the degree of circular polarization of the $667$ nm line. The target polarization $P$ is now given by

$$P = f_p v(B_0) \frac{V_{AC}}{\cos \theta V_{DC}}. \quad (9)$$

where the pressure-dependent correction factor $f_p$ is given by the result of Ref. [53,54]. The polarimeter
was systematically checked by placing a circular polarizer, consisting of a linear polarizer and a high-quality $\frac{1}{4}$-plate, in front of the aperture. This yielded a signal as given by Eq. (8) with the ratio of $V_{AC}$ over $V_{DC}$ equal to unity. Small corrections to the deduced nuclear polarization can be made as described in Ref. [54].

6. Summary

A polarized $^3$He internal target was developed and successfully employed for spin-dependent scattering experiments in the AmPS medium-energy electron storage ring at NIKHEF, Amsterdam. Target polarizations of 0.50 (0.42) at a flow of 1.0 (2.0) $\times 10^{17}$ $^3$He s$^{-1}$ were obtained. Operation at a nominal flow of $1 \times 10^{17}$ at s$^{-1}$ resulted in a target thickness of $0.7 \times 10^{15}$ at cm$^{-2}$ at a target temperature of 17 K. The $^3$He target was used in various scattering experiments with polarized electrons in the storage ring stacked to currents in excess of 110 mA. The flexibility in changing the orientation of the nuclear spin, in every required direction in space, was demonstrated in these experiments. The combination of a polarized internal target and a large acceptance detector set-up allowed successful data taking for the reaction $^3$He$(e, e'X)$ in several channels simultaneously, i.e. $X = 0$, $p$, $n$, $p^3$He ($X = 0$ stands for the inclusive channel) together with various kinematical settings.
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